
 

Six tools for generating perfectly sized images for social
media

In today's social media world, you cannot do without pictures. This is because images add beauty to the layout of your
webpage and can attract friends and followers. It is, therefore, essential to upload the correct picture sizes for your
different accounts. As a matter of fact, using overlapping images does not make you appear professional.

Each of these sites - Facebook, Twitter and Google+ have specific image sizes. If you are having problems with getting the
correct image size for your social media platforms, Jovago.com, Africa's No 1 hotel booking portal outlines some tools that
can help you properly crop, edit and upload pictures for social media use.

Ap Social Media Image Maker

This is an exciting tool that cuts across all social media platforms. It can create fitting images for Facebook, YouTube,
LinkedIn, Google+ and Twitter. Just scroll down and select the social media account you want. It is free and also one of the
best image resizing tools for social media.

Social Image Resizer tool

There are specific sizes of images for Facebook cover page and Twitter profiles. To get this predefined sizes, use the
social image resizer tool. With this application, you can edit, resize and upload perfectly sized pictures.

Timeline cover banner

This is a Facebook tool for creating amazing cover banners. It helps you edit and enhances your pictures and ensures that
it uniquely complements your profile.

Header cover

If you want an awesome header for your Twitter account, then the Header Cover tool is highly recommended. It allows you
select a cover from a collection of themes. In the same way, if you decide to upload your picture, the result will be similar
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like when you use any of the themes.

Thameleon

This is the best available tool for resizing your profile and background twitter pictures because it is supported by Twitter.
This gives you access to an unlimited number of themes which you can choose from for your header image. In order, to
have unhindered access to Thameleon, you need to sign in with your Twitter account.

Easy cover maker

The Easy cover maker has limited functions but a few unique features that are simple and easy to use. Users can upload
photos, tweak its size, and update the photos simultaneously. This is not possible with other tools. Easy cover maker is a
Facebook tool.
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